Good to be back home
Bilgin Yachts is a home to its previously launched yachts for the winter. After busy summer days
cruising mostly in the Mediterranean 48-meter Nerissa, 45-meter Elada and 45-meter Tatiana are
back home in the West Istanbul Marina.
The superyachts are now in the hands of the experienced team of Bilgin Yachts for the
maintenance process. The shipyard always undertakes the after-sales maintenance and wintering of
eldest Bilgin sisters.
Launched in July 2017, Nerissa is the first unit of Bilgin Yachts 156 series. to be continued
with the new Lilium. Both yachts, while being under 500GT, have an arrangement that pushes the
limits in terms of volumes of interior and exterior living areas. Striking this ideal balance was the
objective of the collaboration with Unique Yacht Design. The result is a solid and captivating
exterior design with large curved surface areas divided by rigid lines, poised to attract stares for
several years to come. A prominent exterior feature is her sky lounge, a complete relaxation area
with jacuzzi and surrounding seats.
Once a finalist in the ShowBoats Design Awards, Elada is a semi-displacement yacht of
bilgin, feauting a reserved bow. This trideck yacht comes foreground with its blue color in the
exterior areas. Its lines by H2 Yacht Design brings the modern and the classic together. Its six
cabins and socializing areas feature high-gloss dark veneers and polished marble floors. The fullbeam owner's cabin located on the bridge deck is still the favorite corner of the yacht owner thanks
to its skylight, bathroom with onyx walls and a private office area. Having 26,050 liter fuel
capacity, the 45-meter yacht has an approximate range of 2,900 nautical miles at 11.5 knots speed.
Another Joachim Kinder design with sleek lines is Tatiana, which is built in 2011. This 45meter yacht also combines light oak with wendge, beige, Bordeaux red leather, splashes of granite
and onyx in its interior areas. Having six cabins, the yacht can accommodate 12 guests on deck.
Powered by MTU engines of 2,735 hp, Tatiana has a cruising speeed of 17 knots and a range of
2,400 nautical miles.

ABOUT BILGIN YACHTS
Bilgin Yachts is a boutique shipyard in Istanbul area, building bespoke 40 to 100 meter luxury
superyachts. It has been a family-run business for five generations since the early 1900s. With its
300+ highly-skilled craftsmen, who contribute to the 90% of the work in-house, the shipyard
operates in facilities covering 27,000m2 that include a state-of-the-art marine furniture factory, a
comprehensive machine shop and a stainless-steel workshop. Since the spring of 2017, the company
has expanded further with additional 10,000m areas outfitting sheds and headquarters located in
West Istanbul Marina, just 30 minutes away from Istanbul Ataturk Airport.
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